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PROGRAM

Fredag 26. april

1330  Avreise Trondheim Sentralstasjon
1630  Innskjekk Vertshuset Røros
1730-1930 Koldbord i Apotekergården
2000-  Peter Stutchbury - Australia 

Lørdag 27. april 

0800-0900 Frokost
0900-0920 Eriksen + Skajaa Arkitekter - Oslo
0930-1045 Senan Abdelqader - Jerusalem
1100-1215 Svein Skibnes - Trondheim
  Lunch
1400-1515 Marina Tabassum - Dhaka, Bangladesh
1530-1645 Juhanni Pallasmaa - Helsinki, Finland
1930  Festmiddag i Sangerhuset

Søndag 28. april

0800-1030 Frokost og utsjekk
1030-1045 Kort spasertur til Røros kulturhus Storstuggu
1045-1200 Peter Buchanan - England
1200-1315 Ingerid Helsing Almaas - Oslo
1400  Avreise

Seminarsted  Sangerhuset (fredag/ lørdag) Storstuggu (søndag)

Kursavgift  kr 2400,-
inkl. koldbord og middag (ikke drikke)

Studentplasser
Det er reservert 20 plasser for studenter til kr 500,-. Studentpris er på grunn 
av plassmangel ekskl. koldbord på fredag og festmiddag på lørdag.

Overnatting Vertshuset Røros
Overnatting bestilles ved påmelding. NB! Overnatting betales separat ved 
utsjekking.  Alle priser er pr person/ natt, inkl. frokost.

2 pers. i dobbeltrom Uldvaren  625,-
2 pers. i dobbeltrom Rammgården 600,-
3 pers. Uldvaren   520,-
3 pers. Rammgården   500,-
4 pers. Uldvaren   465,-
4 pers. Rammgården   500,-

Deltakerne oppfordres til å organisere seg i leiligheter. Det tas forbehold 
om at alle ønsker kan oppfylles. Det tas forbehold om prisendring ved 
endring i offentlige avgifter.

Transport  
Buss fra Trondheim Sentralstasjon, plattform 12
Avreise kl 1330. Merk tiden! kr. 300,- t/r

Påmelding   
www.arkitektur.no/rorosseminaret-2013
Spørsmål om kan rettes til  leif.baardstu@solemarkitektur.no
Påmeldingsfrist: 12.04.2013
 
Innbetaling
Trondhjems Arkitektforening  Kontonr.: 1503.04.07471
boks 265 – 7411 Trondheim  Betalingsfrist 12.04.2013
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WELCOME TO RØROS!
The 14th TAF International Celebration of Architecture

The Trondheim Chapter (TAF) of the National Association of Norwegian Architects has been 
arranging architectural celebrations at Røros since 1988. Over the years these arrangements taking 
place every second year have become important events in celebrating the common bonds between 
architects, wherever they work in the world. It’s a place for architects to congregate, for projects and 
buildings to be discussed and to celebrate the work of colleagues.

There were no high-flying ideas behind the initiative. There were no world problems to be solved, 
and no one particular issue to be debated. We simply wanted to invite fellow practicing architects 
from around the world, primarily from areas we knew little about, to share ideas on built works. All 
architects struggle with similar challenges, although in different settings and often without due 
recognition.

Out of this idea came an event celebrating the tribulations we go through in creating buildings to 
enhance our environment, and the exuberance felt when buildings come out “warm, dry and noble”, 
as the late Sam Mockbee once said.

International exchange between architects is easy, at times too easy. This is the reason we make 
an issue of architects meeting face to face. We meet in the town of Røros, one of Norway’s World 
Heritage Sites and thus an extraordinary place for architects to be together. 
The invited architects are people we have identified through word of mouth, ‘obscure’ publications, 
and/or regular architectural press, and they are invited to present works that carry a particular 
significance for them while at the same time carry a social significance, be architecturally innovative 
and challenging - and they have to be nice people.

This year the celebration really starts out in Trondheim one day early with the Dialogue event 
between Pallasmaa and Buchanan and with open forum discussions at the Faculty of Architecture & 
Fine Art at NTNU.

On behalf of the Røros Committee 2013
Hilde Bøkestad, Siri Rørholt, Neil Alperstein, Sverre Andreassen, Leif Baardstu, Hans Skotte plus Fredrik 
Shetelig (NTNU) and Geir Brendeland (TAF)
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Peter Stutchbury  -  Sidney, Australia
“My work is about finding the psychology of people and place” … “in the West drawings show an 
elevation and are visual, … when we look at aboriginal art, we’ll find a plan perspective, an image 
and a story,” says Stutchbury. 
Stutchbury is a story teller, and like aboriginal art, his buildings hold stories – about people, about 
landscape, about light, about materials, about movement of heat.  
Out of these stories emerge a robust and poetic approach to sustainability that is rooted in sensibly 
working from first principles, observations of people and cycles of nature, and the responsible use of 
planetary resources. 
He has refined the art of breaking down the boundaries between inside and outside in his 
Australian buildings. In contrast, he is also no stranger to designing for cold climates, having won 
the International ‘Living Steel’ Competition for extreme climate housing in Cherepovets, Russia 
(completed 2011)
He challenges certain aspects of European Architecture, “The centrally heated buildings of Europe 
… they’re energy tragedies” and provocatively makes a point of the fact that “in a country as cold as 
Japan, buildings there are conceived in a more open manner to nature.” 
Peter Stutchbury has emerged as one of the leaders of a new generation of Australian architects. His 
firm has won numerous awards for Residential and Public Buildings, in both Australia and abroad. 
Peter Stutchbury Architecture has exhibited work in Australia, Germany, Japan, Luxembourg, France, 
New Zealand, South Africa, Namibia, USA, Slovenia and the Venice Architecture Biennale in Italy.
He has taught both nationally and internationally, is currently a Professor at The University of 
Newcastle, Australia and is one of the distinguished ‘masters’ with the Architecture Foundation 
Australia.
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Eriksen and Skajaa Architects  -  Oslo 
Joakim Skajaa and Arild Eriksen both graduated from the Architecture School in Bergen in 2004 
and in 2010 formed Erikson Skajaa Architects, based in Oslo. They have made their mark exploring 
new solutions in the field of housing and urban development, through projects as well as 
conferences and debates centred around the magazine ‘Pollen’ which they founded. They say they 
draw inspiration as much from historical precedent as from urban activist movements. Through 
their projects, they bring a delightful and fresh approach to the often laboured concepts of user 
participation and sustainability.  

Their proposal for Haugerud in Oslo secured them a winning place in the Europan 10 competition, 
which focuses on innovative housing solutions. Their ideas are further explored in their exciting 
proposal for Strusshamn, a small island off the coast of Bergen. In 2012, they were listed as one of 20 
firms in Wallpaper magazine’s ‘Architects Directory’. This year they have been selected by the National 
Museum to participate in an exhibition of the work of 11 young Norwegian Architecture firms.
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Senan Abdelqader  -  Jerusalem
«An atavistic love of the land versus the desire to escape it» is the way 
Nicolai Ouroussoff in New York Times describes the contradictory moods 
that he finds in Senan Abdelqaders work. 
Abdelqader runs his office from Beit Safafa, once an Arab village, now 
included in the growing city of Jerusalem.  His buildings are often 
characterized to be a contemporary reinterpretation of Arabic vernacular 
architecture. The use of local materials in new ways, the sensitive adaption 
to the surroundings and the thoughtful arrangement of spaces to provide 
extraordinary quality to human requirements, make Abdelqaders projects 
unique and relevant far beyond the regional perspective.
 
www.senan-architects.com
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Svein Skibnes - Trondheim
Svein Skibnes qualified at the NTNU, Trondheim in 1975. He has run his own practice Skibnes 
Arkitekter AS since 1984 and is currently a Professor II at the faculty of Arkitektur og Billedkunst, 
NTNU, dealing primarily with Urban Housing. 

Svein has consistently placed people at the centre of his Architectural explorations, mediated 
through his own sensibilities and understanding of the qualities required for each particular project.
His use of materials bears witness to his excellent grasp of their tactile and expressive potential.
The resulting experience is of an harmonious whole with touches of surprising innovation and use of 
colour. 

Svein has for many years been deeply concerned with and involved in the transformation 
and renovation of the historic city structure – using his role as an Architect to create a quality 
environment for the end users by combining functionality, materiality and use of daylight. 
He has further put his weight behind these concerns through his active participation in the 
Trondheim inner-city residents association.

He has been awarded the Trondheim Municipality’s Byggeskikk prize in 2011 and 2012.
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Marina Tabassum  -  Dhaka, Bangladesh
Marina Tabassum is the principal architect for Marina Tabassum Architects, MTA, based in 
Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh. She graduated from the Department of Architecture at 
Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology. She was a founding partner of the 
architectural practice of URBANA from 1995 to 2005.

She has been a visiting professor at the Department of Architecture, BRAC University in 
Dhaka since 2005. 

The architectural work of Marina Tabassum reflects the ecological concern as in the A5 
apartment, conceived as a pavilion, generously open with un-partitioned spaces that 
flow into one another. In the spirit of traditional spatial layout, the different spaces come 
together around an open court. The court is a space where one is in communion with 
nature and celebrates the falling of rain, an overwhelming event in the tropical monsoon 
climate. The court also acts as a deep sink, constantly drawing a draught of air. The main 
construction and material finishes used in this project are recycled. All bricks, exposed 
and untreated, have been collected from old structures that are being demolished in Old 
Dhaka to make way for new buildings.
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Juhani Pallasmaa  -  Helsinki, Finland
Juhani Pallasmaa today stands out as one of the most celebrated and most influential 
architectural thinkers on the global scene. He was born in Finland, and in a career spanning 
many decades has, i.a., been the dean of the School of Architecture in Addis Ababa and 
Helsinki, has held the position of director of the Finnish Architectural Museum, run his own 
office, and held visiting professorships at internationally prodigious universities. He currently 
serves on the jury of the Pritzker Prize which awarded last year’s prize to our Røros alumnae, 
Wang Shu (changed word order). Pallasmaa comes to Røros directly from the US where he 
has held the position of Scholar-in-Residence of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation’s school 
of architecture. All this is directly linked to his writing. His many books have become seminal 
reference literature for students and teachers as well as for practitioners of architecture. “I see 
the task of architecture as the defence of the authenticity of human experience” he says in 
one of his books, “the continuum of the tradition provides the ground from which all human 
meaning arises”, he says in another paper. Pallasmaa challenges us on the way we rationalize in 
our work, always asking questions that are more profound and existentially disturbing.
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Peter Buchanan  -  England
Peter Buchanan was actually born and raised in Southern Africa. He did his architectural studies at 
the University of Cape Town, a school to which many previous Røros lecturers have been attached. 
In 1972 he moved to the UK where he first worked as a practicing architect. He joined the staff 
of Architectural Journal and then Architectural Review, where he served as assistant editor for 
about a decade. From 1992 onwards he has worked as an independent writer, critic, publicist, and 
curator. During this period he stands as author or co-author of several books on architecture and 
central architects of our day, the most ambitious being the 5 volume work on Renzo Piano Building 
Workshop. But what has brought Peter Buchanan into the current limelight is his ongoing series, “The 
Big Rethink”, published in Architectural Review. Here he critically examines (the limits of ) Modernism 
grounded in what he says in a recent AD article: “Modernity has brought immense benefits (…). But 
now we are all-too conscious of its toxic downsides, most especially the environmental damage 
it has wrought, not only in the degradation of nature and our cities, but also the impoverishment, 
psychologically and culturally, of architecture”. The Rethink poses a profound challenge to modern 
architecture.
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Ingerid Helsing Almaas  -  Oslo
Ingerid Helsing Almaas was born in Oslo, Norway in 1965. After 
studying woodworking and philosophy in Oslo, she moved on to 
architecture studies in the United Kingdom, graduating from the 
Architectural Association School of Architecture in London in 1994. 
She has practised as an architect in London and in Oslo, and taught 
in the AA Diploma School with Pascal Schöning from 1995 to 1999. 

Now living in Oslo and New York, she has been working as 
an architecture critic in various capacities in Norway and 
internationally. She has been editor-in-chief of Arkitektur N, The 
Norwegian Review of Architecture, since 2004

Ingerid’s concern in architecture is rooted in practice. Culture is 
not an academic pursuit; culture is the way we do things, and 
architecture is a field of action. Within the realm of architecture lies 
the possibility to grapple with - and perhaps meet - some of the 
major challenges facing the human community today. Arkitektur 
N continues to furnish practising architects with arguments for the 
ongoing debate about how we might build the future.

For several years Ingrid has taken it upon herself to sum up the 
Røros Celebration. In addition this year she has even given indirect 
financial support to enable us to invite a collegue from Austraila.
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TYIN TEGNESTUE / FRANK LUDVIGSEN / BJØRN BERGE / KATHRINE STRØM OG ELIN T. SØRENSEN / COWI / ASPLAN VIAK /
E[AD] AHO STUDIO / JON BRÆNNE / BENEDICTE AARS-NICOLAYSEN / ARNE GUNNARSJAA

ARKITEKTUR   INTERIØR   LANDSKAP

THE NORWEGIAN 
REVIEW
OF ARCHITECTURE
95. årgang / KR 149,-

1/13
NARKITEKTUR 

TYIN TEGNESTUE HAR BYGGET ET OPPLÆRINGSSENTER FOR KANELBØNDER PÅ SUMATRA. – DEN FINE IDÉEN KAN VI
GODT GI DEG GRATIS. MEN GJENNOMFØRINGEN ER DET SOM ER VANSKELIG, SIER DE. INGERID HELSING ALMAAS
HAR SNAKKET MED YASHAR HANSTAD OG ANDREAS GJERTSEN OM KANELTRE OG NORSK BYGGESKIKK.

KANEL OG SAMARBEID
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LEIF HOUCK / DANIEL RYBAKKEN / OKI SATO / JENSEN & SKODVIN / SPACE GROUP / RINTALA EGGERTSSON / GHILARDI + 
HELLSTEN / REIDUN STUBBE / BAS-STUDENTER / LAMBDA / CHRIS BUTTERS

ARKITEKTUR   INTERIØR   LANDSKAP

THE NORWEGIAN 
REVIEW
OF ARCHITECTURE
95. årgang / KR 149,-

2/13
NARKITEKTUR 

GIR DAGENS KOMPAKTE SKOLEBYGG FOR DÅRLIG DAGSLYS I KLASSEROMMET? MYE TYDER PÅ DET.
FORSKER LEIF HOUCK HAR SAMMENLIGNET VINNERE OG TAPERE I TI ARKITEKTKONKURRANSER OM NYE 
SKOLER. RESULTATENE ER OPPSIKTSVEKKENDE.

SKOLER OG DAGSLYS

I den flotte funksjonalistiske bygningen  

på Jeløya holder Hotell Jeløy Radio til.  

I samarbeid med kunden har vi bidratt til å 

finne moderne møbelløsninger som passer  

til interiørene som preges av brytningstiden 

mellom klassisisme og funksjonalisme.  

Vi har levert møbler til fellesarealer, møterom 

og spisesal samt de 41 hotellrommene.

Ønsker du mer informasjon, ring oss på  

23 13 13 40 eller besøk www.exponova.no

EXPO NOVA

KONFERANSE-
HOTELL

*
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These have been our lecturers so far:

1988:   Vilen Kunnapu, Estonia; Lasse Vtera ,Finland; Seppo Heinonen, Fredrik Prøsh, Evlyn Anderson 
and Lars Fredrik Nordland, Norway. 
1990:   Romi Khosla, India; Josè Forjas, Mosambique; Sigurdur Harason, Iseland; Thorsen & Dykers/ 
Snøhetta, Norway; Michael Lloyd, UK/ Norway; Ulrich Malicius, Torbjørn Eggen, Norway.
1992:   Rasem Badran, Jordan; Jury Brashkov, Russia; Raul Hestnes Ferreira, Portugal; Juvenal Baracco, 
Peru; Ulf Grønvold, Norway; J.O. Jensen, PC Brynildsen Norway; 
1994:   Ralph Erskine, Sweden; Jo Noero, South Africa; Kenneth Yeang, Malaysia; Amir Pasic, Bosnia 
Herzegovina; Kristin Jarmund, Norway; Heidi Bjøru, Norway.; Michael Lloyd, UK/Norway
1996:   Miguel Angel Roca, Argentina; Eko Prawato, Indonesia; Rodney Harber, South Africa; Carmen & 
Elin Corneil, Canada/ Norway; Einar Hagem, Lund Hagem, Norway. 
1998:   Farhad Ahmadi, Iran; Jan Søndergård, Denmark; Hans Venhuiszen, Netherlands; Ulla Vatrea, 
Finnland; Grov Haga, Sixten Rahllf, Harald Hille, Norway.
2000:   John Tuomey & Sheila O`Donnell, Ireland; Richardo Porro, Cuba/ France; Sanjay Mohe, India; 
Kari Järvinen, Finland; Ewa Kipka, Poland; Molne and Gertslauer, Norway; Ola Steen, Norway.
2002:   Daigu Ishii, Japan; Glenn Murcutt, Australia; Dorte Mandrup, Danmark; Simon Velez, Columbia; 
Nils Johan Mannsåker, Norway; Merethe Moum, Norway, Helge Solberg, Norway; Knut Einar Larsen, 
Norway.
2004:   Rifat Chardiji, Irak; Kengo Kuma, Japan, Smiljan Radic, Chile, Michael Lloyd, Spain/Norway/UK; 
Geir Brendeland/Olav Kristoffersen, Norway, Steve Christer/Studio Granda, Iceland, Reinhard Kropf/
Helen & Hard, Norway
2006:   Kate Otten, South Africa;  Rafael Iglesia, Argentina;  Lie & Øien, Norway,  Channa Daswatte, Sri 
Lanka,  Juha Laiviskä, Finland,  Elias Torres, Spain,  Sunniva Neuenkirchen Rosenberg, Norway,  Ingerid 
Helsing Almaas, Norway
2008:    Dick van Gameren, Nederland;  Pushak, Norway;  Open City, Chile;  Brian MacKay-Lyons, 
Canada;  Diébédo Francis Kéré, Burkina Faso;  Eike Roswag, Germany;  Sami Rintala, Finland/ Norway;  
Ingerid Helsing Almaas, Norway.
2010:    Point Supreme Architects, Greece;  Steinsvik Arkitektkontor, Norway;  Rever og Drager 
Snikkarverksted, Norway; Tyin Tegnestue, Norway;  Adnan Harambasic, Norway;  Patama Roonrakwit, 
Thailand; Ingerid Helsing Almaas, Norway. 
2011:    Han Tümertekin, Turkey;  Marit Haugen/ Dan Zohar, Norway;  Pir II Arkitektkontor, Norway;  
Torben Schønherr, Denmark;  Bijoy Jain, India;  Wang Shu, China; Bjørn Otto Braaten, Norway;  Ingerid 
Helsing Almaas, Norway.
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ARRANGERES I  SAMARBEID MED NAL OG NTNU
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TAKK TIL ALLE ÅRETS BIDRAGSY TERE OG SAMARBEIDSPARTNERE:

En stor takk ti l  Indergaard Svenil  for hjelp ti l  trykking av program.

Steni AS trondheim@steni.no
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